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1

(The Meeting was Called to Order at 7 p.m.)

2

MAYOR HUBBARD:

3

to order.

I'll call the meeting

Pledge to the flag.
(Pledge of Allegiance)

4
5

Okay.

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Please remain standing for a

6

moment of silence for Ron McEvoy, who was a very

7

beloved teacher at Greenport School, and he was a

8

bartender at Sound View Restaurant for many years.

9

He tragically passed away yesterday.

10

And, also, for the Texas school shooting

11

victims.

The kids, the teachers, and everybody

12

that's going through tragic stuff down there right

13

now, let's just say a special prayer for them.
(Moment of Silence)

14
15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16

quite a few announcements.

17

Thank you.

Okay.

I have

Thank you to Karen Doherty, a devoted and

18

hardworking Historic Preservation Commission

19

Chairperson, for her invaluable time and effort in

20

that capacity.

21

Also, thank you to Lori Mei, a valuable and

22

thoughtful member of the Historic Preservation

23

Commission, for her diligent efforts and time

24

served in that capacity.

25

We will accept their resignations later on
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1
2

during the meeting.
Jane Ratsey-Williams has been appointed as

3

Chair of the Historic Preservation Commission,

4

effective May 24th, 2022.

5

Janice Claudio has been appointed as a

6

member of the Historic Preservation Commission,

7

effective May 24th, 2022.

8
9
10

Village Hall will be closed on May 30th,
2022 in observance of Memorial Day.
The annual townwide Memorial Day Parade will

11

be held in Greenport this year, and will commence

12

at 10 a.m. on May 30th, 2022 at Steamboat Corner.

13

Also, we are doing the -- the Village dock

14

service is going to commence at 8 o'clock behind

15

Arcade and go down to the dock, where Boy Scouts,

16

Girl Scouts, members of the community can lay a

17

wreath in the water.

18

the dock and then back to the firehouse here.

19

That will be at 8 o'clock to

The Greenport Band will play every Friday at

20

7:30 p.m. in Mitchell Park for the 2022 season,

21

beginning on July 1st, 2022 and ending on

22

September 2nd, 2022.

23

That's all I had for announcements.

24

Public hearings:

25

We have a public hearing

regarding a proposed local law creating Section
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1

150-30.2 regarding curb cuts within the Village of

2

Greenport, and amending Section 115-131 of the

3

Greenport Village Code.

4

open, it's been noticed.

5

speak on this public hearing, come on up, and name

6

and address for the record, and we can discuss it.
PATRICIA HAMMES:

7

The public hearing is
If anybody would like to

Patricia Hammes, 603 Main

8

Street, Greenport.

9

member of the Planning Board, but I'm obviously

10

Full disclosure, I'm also a

here in my personal capacity this evening.
But I would -- I believe what was the -- the

11
12

law that was posted was the same law that was

13

noticed and the -- for the prior public hearing,

14

and hadn't changed at all in terms of the curb

15

cuts.

16

some comments on that.

17

into consideration.

18

And I think the Planning Board sent you
I hope you'll take those

I think my biggest concern, as a personal

19

matter and as a resident, is I think that the

20

literal reading of that proposed code change would

21

require anybody who was potentially repaving their

22

driveway to get Planning Board approval, which I

23

can't imagine is what really is intended or is in

24

the best interest of the use of the Boards of this

25

Village.

It refers to repair of driveways as
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1

requiring Planning Board approval, and I think

2

that there's a argument that that would include a

3

repaving if there was a crack, or whatever.
So I hope at a minimum, if you don't take

4
5

into account the other comments that the Planning

6

Board made, that you will take into account that,

7

and clarify that if somebody is repaving an

8

existing driveway, it doesn't require Planning

9

Board consent.

Thank you.

MAYOR HUBBARD:

10

Okay, thank you.

I mean,

11

just as a personal note on that, there was a house

12

on Wiggins Street, Wiggins and Sixth, that had to

13

put in a Belgian block apron, and everything else,

14

that had to be removed to redo the curbs and the

15

road.

16

we could have said that's not the elevation that

17

we need, and we could have saved them a lot of

18

money, because now they have a whole pile of

19

Belgian blocks that didn't fit the road right of

20

the plan, the project that was planned two years

21

ago.

22
23
24
25

And if the person had asked us beforehand,

I'm just -PATRICIA HAMMES:

Totally fine if they need

a building permit for it.
MAYOR HUBBARD:

So just let us know what the

plans are and just let us know that.
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PATRICIA HAMMES:

1

Totally fine if they need

2

a building permit for it, and the Building

3

Department wants to look at it and comment on

4

issues with elevation and the like.

5

know.

6

necessarily turned that down --

I just don't

I don't think the Planning Board would have

7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

No.

8

PATRICIA HAMMES:

9

to them that it was off code.

-- unless it had been told
I don't think you

10

need the Planning Board involved in that type of a

11

decision.

But if you --

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

PATRICIA HAMMES:

14
15

No.
-- disagree, obviously,

that's -- I defer to you.
MAYOR HUBBARD:

We will look at that again

16

and make sure.

I'm just saying this just

17

happened.

18

doing that beforehand, we could have given some

19

guidance and they would have their Belgian

20

block --

If the person had told us they were

21

PATRICIA HAMMES:

22

MAYOR HUBBARD:

23

PATRICIA HAMMES:

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

25

Yeah, yeah.

-- apron, that's all.
Fair enough.

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Paul,

we'll review that section in there and just review
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1
2
3

that.

Okay.
Anybody else wish to speak on the curb cut

Local Law?
(No Response)

4
5
6

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

I'll offer a motion

to close the public hearing on the curb cuts.

7

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

8

MAYOR HUBBARD:

9

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.

10

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

11

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

12

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

13

MAYOR HUBBARD:

14

Opposed?

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

15
16

MAYOR HUBBARD:

17

Okay.

Motion carried.

The second public hearing regarding

18

proposed local law amending Section 150 - 12(C)

19

and amending Section 150-2(A) (sic: 150-12A),

20

150-16(A)(l) and 150-16(G) to amend the parking

21

regulations of the Greenport Village Code.

22

Just a little back story where we are, how

23

we got to this point right now.

I did say it when

24

we had the public hearing two months ago.

25

just going to reiterate where we're at with this,
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1

and then it's open to the public to go and talk

2

about whatever.

3

This started four years ago where the

4

Planning Board at the time asked us to give

5

assistance on how the code read and how to enforce

6

that, because there was a motel going up.

7

weren't sure how to interpret the code, whether to

8

charge for parking or not.

9

and there was discussions back and forth between

They

So it went through,

10

the Zoning Board and the Planning Board, and

11

nothing was charged for that project where it

12

could have been.

13

Board didn't feel comfortable where -- the way the

14

code was written, so we started to try to correct

15

that.

16

But there was -- the Planning

We also had a couple of Trustees wanted to

17

discuss this whole chapter, just because boutiques

18

and stores were turning into restaurants faster

19

than we could control them, and that brought a

20

discussion up back in 2019, before the pandemic,

21

and everything kind of went on hold at that point.

22

And so now we're bringing this back up now, just

23

because everything's getting back to normal.

24

We are not voting on anything tonight,

25

that's not how we do business.

Our business is we
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1

have the public hearing, we discuss it.

2

we decide with this rewritten law, or comments we

3

get tonight, will be rewritten, will be

4

resubmitted to the Planning Board for their

5

comments on it, as per State Law, so we will be

6

going forward and doing that.

7

Whatever

So we're really trying to just clear the

8

code up, and if this is not the way everybody

9

feels it should be, we're here for everybody to

10

discuss and talk to us about it and let us know

11

their feelings on it.

12

As the code is written now, anybody who has

13

a business that is exempt from parking will not

14

have to go and pay for parking, because we're not

15

changing that, we're not going and taking that

16

away from them.

17

a restaurant with 20 seats, they sell it with 20

18

seats, we're not changing that, the new owner

19

would not have to pay anything.

20

intensification of people doing more stuff in a

21

smaller space that was not required before.

22

If they sell their business, it's

This is for the

So we're not going back after anybody else

23

that's down there right now.

This is just if it's

24

a boutique right now and you want to put in a

25

50-seat restaurant, that would come into play at
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1

that point.

But nobody -- we're not going

2

after -- anybody that has a restaurant or a

3

business that's open right now would not have to

4

pay a nickel on this.
So that's just to clarify where we're going

5
6

and the intent of the law.

If it's not written

7

that way and there's something in there that says

8

something different, let us know, because we want

9

to make sure we do this, and we don't want to harm

10

anybody.

11

of their restaurant that they have by saying,

12

okay, well, somebody buys it, now they got to pay

13

$20,000 for parking spots.

14

doing.

15

And I don't want anybody to lose value

That's not what we're

If it's the same thing, different owner,

16

different name, you buy it, what you had before is

17

still good to go.

18

missed something, we're here to listen to

19

everybody.

20

That is the intent.

If we

All right?

So I'll open up to the public.

Just name

21

and address for the record, so the Transcriptionist

22

has it.

And anybody who wants to speak, go ahead.

23

PATRICIA HAMMES:

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

25

I'm happy to go first.

Go ahead, yes.

(Laughter)
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1

PATRICIA HAMMES:

Once again, Patricia

2

Hammes, 603 Main Street, Greenport, member of the

3

Planning Board, but here in my personal capacity

4

this evening.

5

I would just note that the Planning Board

6

report that was posted on the Village website and

7

was submitted to you all was based on their prior

8

draft of the law, and I even think a couple of the

9

points that were in that have been addressed by

10

the change.

11

in that memo are still relevant.

12

I think a lot of the points that were

I think, in my personal capacity, I'm not

13

going to rehash what's in that report, but in my

14

personal capacity, I guess, I saw some significant

15

concerns about the mechanics of the law as

16

drafted.

17

right now.

18

meeting today in terms of the interaction between

19

the Subsection 16 and Subsection 12, because they

20

both contain parking requirements, and it's not

21

really -- the way it's drafted, it seems that

22

they're additive.

23

Village has been interpreting, they've been

24

interpreting it as an either/or.

25

really needs to be addressed and cleaned up,

I think, you know, one is even an issue
It came up at our Planning Board

Although, I believe the way the

And I think that
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1

particularly if you're going go this route where

2

people are potentially going to have to start

3

providing parking.

4

But I guess just as a general matter, I was

5

hoping that somebody could kind of walk me through

6

an example of how this is supposed to work,

7

because I honestly, having read it numerous times,

8

still really can't figure it out.

9

case that all of the businesses that are currently

10

grandfathered, if they sell and they're -- because

11

the trigger is an intensification of use, as well

12

as a change of use, right?

13

change of use, if it goes from being a clothing

14

store to a liquor store, is that a change of use?

15

It's both retail to retail.

16

answer to that.

17

but I'm not sure.

Like is it the

And so, first of all,

So I don't know the

I'm presuming the answer is no,

18

If it goes from being, let's say, you know,

19

one of the small retail boutiques downtown, wants

20

to open up a wine and cheese store with some

21

seating, something similar to Kate's, that

22

presumably is a change of use that would require

23

a -- it would trigger this.

24
25

So then the question is you're measuring off
whether or not they have to provide parking by
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1

this 20% rule, but it was a preexisting building

2

deemed to have zero because it was pre -- it was

3

required to have zero because it was preexisting,

4

or is there some calculation done as to what that

5

business would have had to have had if it was

6

required to comply with the code, and you measure

7

the 20% off of that?

8

Because if it's zero, then everything is going

9

to -- is going to hit 20% the first time it

And that can matter, right?

10

changes hands and it intensifies, because going

11

from zero to requiring two places, even, is an --

12

is more than 20%, okay?

13

So that's -- I just don't mechanically

14

understand.

15

as -- as is pointed out in the Planning Board

16

report, 150-16, for very certain types of

17

businesses specifies what the parking is, but it

18

leaves a whole lot out there that's not address,

19

and basically defers to the Planning Board.

20

don't even know how you calculate the 20% on that

21

basis until the Planning Board weighs in and tells

22

you how much parking is required, because it's up

23

to the discretion of the Planning Board to

24

determine that.

25

And then even with a lot of these,

So I

So that's one whole set of things I think
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1

the Board should think about.

2

concern is transparency here, and people being

3

able to actually live with this code and know what

4

it means, and people being treated equally when

5

they come to the Building Department.

6

not, if you can't look at it and figure it out,

7

then I suspect that people do get treated

8

differently just by as things change, right?

9

And I -- and my big

And if it's

And then the other thing is, on the whole

10

payment-in-lieu-of provision, and this is also in

11

the Planning Board report, is something I continue

12

to struggle with, and I just don't -- I don't

13

know -- I don't know what the Board's position is

14

on this.

15

or the other, but it allows a waiver and a

16

pay-down of up to the lesser of 20 spots and 50%.

17

So in almost all instances, it's going to be the

18

50% that caps it, right, unless you get to 40 and

19

then you'd hit the 20 anyway.

20

required to provide two spots, they're only going

21

to be able to get a waiver for 50% of that.

22

it the Board's intention that they have to get a

23

variance for the other one?

24

unusual that you set businesses up to have to have

25

to get a variance as well as make a

I don't know that I have a view one way

So if somebody is

So is

It just seems to be
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1

payment-in-lieu-of and a waiver, and you're not

2

even getting paid for the point that this Board

3

has talked about, you need the money to contribute

4

towards infrastructure.

5

for the variance spot, you're only getting paid

6

for the waiver spot, right?

7

You're not getting paid

So I don't -- again, I don't -- I don't --

8

I've never heard that discussed by this Board, and

9

I don't know if people have fully computed that

10

you've set up a situation where people are going

11

to have to do both a waiver and a variance in

12

almost every instance, the way I read this code.

13

I mean, I guess you'd have to go practically and

14

look at each building in town to figure out

15

whether somebody has a couple of spots that they

16

can use, but that just doesn't seem to me to be,

17

again, the right approach on all this.

18

And then, finally, I would just say I still

19

am struggling with the fact that I don't

20

understand what the objective is.

21

hard to comment on a lot of those points the

22

Planning Board made without knowing what the end

23

objective is.

24

money, then, you know, there's a way -- then

25

that's -- and that seems where this is intended,

I mean, it's

If the end objective is to raise
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1

then that's possible that that goes to the point I

2

just made about the variance.

3

And one other point on that is the 5,000

4

only applies for 30 spots or more, but the

5

Planning Board's never going to be in a position

6

of waiving 30 or more, because we could only waive

7

up to 20.

8

apply, right?

9

So the whole $5,000 is never going to

But, so if it's money, you need to fix the

10

mechanics, right, so people know what they're

11

getting into.

12

because we want to drive development in a certain

13

way in the town, I don't believe this is the way

14

to do it.

15

of the code and the uses, and, you know,

16

potentially rezoning of areas.

17

without a really stated objective that this Board

18

has agreed upon, which I've never heard other in

19

all -- and I've watched.

20

believe me, I watch all of your meetings on tape.

21

I just have never heard a common agreed-upon, like

22

this is the objective that we're trying to get to

23

with this change.

24

hard to know, one, if it works, and two, to give

25

any real comments on it.

And if it's not money, if it's

I believe that that requires a review

But I -- I think

If I haven't been here,

And without that, it's really
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So I thank you for your time.

1

I know

2

there's a lot there.

I know there was a lot in

3

the Planning Board report.

4

took a lot of time.

5

recognize it was drafted by a -- two, two lawyers,

6

plus Planning Board members, so it's not the

7

easiest document to read, but I think that there

8

were a lot of valid points in there.

9

a reason why it's supposed to go to the Planning

The Planning Board

I recognize it was long.

I

And there's

10

Board.

So I really hope that you'll take those

11

points into account and review it when you go back

12

to discussing the draft law.

13

time.
MAYOR HUBBARD:

14

Thank you for your

Okay, because I -- I'll just

15

answer.

16

point of view, I don't think from any of the

17

Board.

18

became restaurants in a year, how do we slow that

19

down so we end up -- don't end up losing all the

20

retail stores, and having every place with a

21

liquor license and serving beer and food and have

22

no retail stores.

23

This was never a money issue, from my

It was more about when four retail stores

That was --

PATRICIA HAMMES:

There are spaces downtown

24

that could be retail, that were retail, that

25

nobody's gone into, so.
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1

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

I'm just -- that --

2

that was a discussion back in 2019 where it was,

3

and so that was -- to me, it never was about the

4

money, because the money has been in the code

5

since 1991, you could charge $2500 for a spot.

6

It's never been used, and the Planning Board

7

asked, "How do we make this work?"

8

I don't think anybody on the Board ever felt it

9

was about money.

10

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

11

MAYOR HUBBARD:

12

PATRICIA HAMMES:

13

MAYOR HUBBARD:

But it was --

No.

It was just -Okay.

-- let's try to slow down

14

development a little bit, so not every place --

15

it's not Bourbon Street, every place is a

16

restaurant.

17

PATRICIA HAMMES:

18

there -- I'm not sure, then.

19

guys are the Trustees.

20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

21

PATRICIA HAMMES:

Well, I think that
I guess, again, you

Okay.
You have to decide.

So

22

I'm not sure this is -- that's the right approach,

23

if that's what you're trying to do.

24
25

MAYOR HUBBARD:
discussing.

Okay.

Thank you.

Well, we'll continue

Thank you.
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1

PATRICIA HAMMES:

Thank you.

2

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

Good evening.

Richard

3

Vandenburgh, President of the BID, 234 Carpenter

4

Street, I guess as well as a member of the BID.

5

I just want to first point to the fact

6

that -- and I believe that the Board is aware of

7

this, that, you know, there's a few drafting

8

errors in the -- in the notice that was presented.

9

I'm sure those will be corrected shortly.

But

10

that was -- I just wanted to point that out as far

11

as the notice provision.

12

inconsistencies in the language, which, you know,

13

clearly, you want to clear up.

14

that can be done at any time.

15

There's some

I understand that

But, really, what I want to talk about is

16

the larger picture.

And I want to say that I find

17

that what the Planning Board did was incredibly

18

helpful and well done.

19

be deferential to that, I think she and the

20

Planning Board did a tremendous job of kind of

21

breaking down the concerns that this law poses,

22

not only for individual prospective applicants,

23

but also in a kind of global picture.

24

really, that to me on a 35,000-foot view talks

25

about what's the plan.

As much as Ms. Hammes may

And,
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1

And, if I may, a plan is an important thing.

2

A plan when you build a house is critical to have

3

a good plan.

4

business is critical if you want to be successful.

5

Because without a plan, you don't really know what

6

the next step is going to be, and the likelihood

7

of success of accomplishing what your objective is

8

is diminished, unless you have a plan.

9

A plan when you want to start a

What is the plan behind this law?

And that

10

I think is the root of the conversation and

11

perhaps the debate that we're having, because I

12

can understand the objective of the law that is as

13

written, saying that we need to figure out a

14

parking problem.

15

is a parking problem, okay, then there's a

16

consensus that there's a parking problem, because

17

this law as proposed says specifically it

18

ultimately concludes that there is a parking

19

problem.

20

parking problem, okay, how are we going to solve

21

the parking problem?

22

of the law or the language that's contained in the

23

law specifically says that the money that's

24

generated by this proposed law would be to address

25

the parking problem.

If we first all agree that there

Well, if we can all agree that there's a

The way that the terminology
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1

It's been suggested that perhaps this is

2

less about parking than it is about trying to slow

3

development in the Village, and perhaps bolstering

4

the fact that we are, or that the Board is feeling

5

as though that the -- the infrastructure is being

6

overtaxed, and that we don't have enough money to

7

support the repairs to, or ultimate necessity of

8

repairs to the sewer system, other issues, public

9

service, road paving, other things that need to be

10

done that we don't have enough money in the

11

collective Village budget to pay for those things.

12

Well, if that's the case, then that's an

13

infrastructure problem, not a parking problem.

14

And so I just first want to challenge the

15

fact that are we calling this what it is?

The

16

reference to transparency was made.

17

what it is.

18

because there's a consensus that development

19

should be slowed because of all that's going on,

20

well, then let's call it what it is.

21

tax to help bolster and support the imposition

22

upon our infrastructure.

23

going to do?

24

to alleviate the parking problem?

25

that I understand, and I know a lot of the members

Let's call it

If we're trying to slow development,

This is a

Because what are we

What is the plan to how we are going
I am not sure
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1

of the BID don't understand what is the ultimate

2

objective as to how we're going to put this money

3

to work to solve the parking problem.
Directional signs, perhaps some repaving in

4
5

Moores Park, you know, those are things that

6

certainly can be done, but is that really the

7

impactful solution to a parking problem that is

8

being experienced down in the -- I call it the

9

Front Street and Main Street corridor.

10

I am not

sure that it is.

11

My understanding is, from speaking to, you

12

know, the Village, is that there's roughly about

13

$93,000 that are in this parking fund, plus or

14

minus $63,000 that's attributed to the Jitney

15

parking lot over by the railroad station, and

16

30,000 -- which means that only that money can be

17

used for repairs, maintenance, improvements to

18

that particular parking spot.

19

that's been sitting in this account for four or

20

five years that was generated from these parking

21

fees.

22

planning to do with that money?

23

to do with this money?

24

with these funds that are now going to be imposed

25

upon a new business or a business that expands by

And roughly $30,000

The question is what are we -- what are we
What is the plan

What is the plan to do
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more than 20%?

2

funds?

3

these funds will do to alleviate the parking

4

problem?

5

its -- of itself.

6

What is going to happen with these

What is the specific objective of what

That's a question within a silo of

If there's a concern that we're not able to

7

pave roads, we're not able to improve sewer, if

8

we're not able to do other things, pay people,

9

contractors to support all of the other operations

10

of our Village business, that's totally separate

11

and apart from allocating funds through this,

12

quote-unquote, parking fee that is designed to

13

alleviate a parking problem.

14

So I think there needs to be kind of some

15

soul searching about what exactly is it that we're

16

trying to do, what is the plan?

17

that I feel the Planning Board did a tremendous

18

job in terms of identifying the fact that the

19

ramifications of this law have multiple cascading

20

effects in other areas that should be of concern,

21

specifically, a comprehensive plan.

22

And I will say

The Planning Board points out that we really

23

need to look at the fact that we have not yet

24

completed our LWRP, the Local Waterfront

25

Revitalization Plan and the update that is still
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1

pending.

To me, that's a comprehensive plan, it's

2

a holistic plan of if we're worried about

3

development in certain areas of the Village, or

4

the overdevelopment, or the rush to development,

5

or big money coming in, and the fact that we're --

6

we, as a Village, are not taking advantage of

7

that, that should be looked at seriously and right

8

away, because we can figure out ways other than

9

parking this parking fee on the backs of new

10

businesses, or businesses within the Village that

11

look to expand, as having them shoulder the burden

12

of revenue generation.

13

look at the uses that are coming in.

14

at what the LWRP would provide us with guidance as

15

to how we see the overall development, or growth,

16

or maturity of our Village.

17

see?

18

Let's figure out a way to
Let's look

What do we want to

So completing the LWRP is one of the first

19

things that I think we should do.

This law is, in

20

my mind, a classic kind of cart-before-the-horse

21

as far as trying to address a concern that a lot

22

of us may have without a really structured

23

understanding of what the plan would be overall.

24

The Planning Board also cited the fact that

25

how do we deal with certain properties within the
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Village that would be affected by this plan,

2

specifically, the Arcade and the Auditorium

3

buildings?

4

Front Street and Main Street corridor are

5

lot-to-lot coverage.

6

it's almost like my business becomes a little bit

7

of an indentured servant to the Village that I

8

don't -- not that I plan on it, but I can't sell

9

my business to anybody else for any other use

Most of the properties down on the

So the reality is anyone --

10

without potentially devaluing my business, unless

11

that purchaser wants to continue my business in

12

the same format that it is.

13

prejudicial.

14

That is, I think,

Let's figure out a way.

If somebody comes

15

in and they want to do something with the Arcade

16

or the Auditorium buildings, let's figure out a

17

way that we can navigate on the big picture of

18

things.

19

Village?

20

allow, to not allow?

21

of that use, let's figure out what's permitted in

22

the Zoning Code, as opposed to just simply saying,

23

well, this is a parking tax.

24

to pay a nominal fund -- a fee, not nominal, but

25

maybe to a large deep-pocketed corporation, you

What do we want to see done in the
What type of businesses do we want to
And if there is some change

You're going to have
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have to pay some money to do whatever it is you

2

want to do there, because we're trying to create

3

hurdles to that development of the Arcade or other

4

larger properties for some other reason, who

5

knows.
It's -- it's also, you know, a question as

6
7

to how this impacts the -- the residential

8

properties that are in the WC and RC -- CR

9

Districts, rather.

You know, people that have

10

artist lofts or operate buildings, how do we --

11

how do we understand how it really impacts those?

12

That needs to be looked at carefully.
There's also the question of short-term

13
14

rentals, you know, people that have these Airbnbs.

15

How are we affecting that as a business, or what

16

that means for off-street parking in some of these

17

properties?

18

this law kind of hits the next domino on the

19

impact of what's happening in these districts,

20

that without a plan, without a comprehensive plan,

21

this is a piecemeal approach to a problem that we

22

don't really have the solution at the moment.

There's so many questions as to how

And we need to understand what the standard

23
24

is.

We've heard the -- you know, the concerns

25

from the Planning Board as to the mechanics of how
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this will work.

We need to better understand what

2

it is we're trying to do.

3

more transparency about what it is that we're

4

trying to accomplish, rather than simply saying

5

we're going to throw this up, because there's a

6

concern that if we don't do something right away,

7

the continued press of people that are looking to

8

come into the Village, establish businesses,

9

develop, develop other properties, if we don't do

And there needs to be

10

something right away, they're going to get away

11

with something, and without sharing that revenue

12

with the rest of us, with the Village.

13

to me, that is a -- that is a frantic approach.

14

think there should be a more measured approach as

15

to involving stakeholders, other businesses,

16

collaborating with the Village Board, if possible.

17

The BID is willing to do that.

18

invite Trustees to sit down, try to figure out

19

ways that we can generate revenue without creating

20

this otherwise interpreted tax upon further

21

business development in the downtown district.

22

And I think there's plenty of ways we can do that

23

in a holistic, global way.

24
25

And I -I

The BID plans to

So I would ask that this public hearing be
continued from tonight, so that we have that
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opportunity to discuss those alternate

2

opportunities to figure out how to solve this

3

problem, rather than rushing to pass a law that is

4

a piecemeal approach to perhaps a larger problem

5

that may exist.

6

page as to what the plan is, and let's all be

7

transparent about what it is we're trying to

8

accomplish.

9

But let's all get on the same

Thank you.

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

If I could just

10

answer a couple of your things.

This is not a

11

money-grab.

12

infrastructure, it never was designed for that.

13

don't know who told you that or where you got that

14

information from, but none of us have said we're

15

trying to tax people for parking to pay for sewer,

16

water or anything else, that's totally not true.

This is not going to take care of

17

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

18

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay?

I

Okay.
The plan for parking

19

is, we've talked about it numerous times over the

20

past couple of years about Moores Lane, making

21

that a parking hub.

22

lights in there, putting stripes on there, with

23

the improvements that are being done on Moores

24

Lane, and shuttling people from it, from downtown

25

to up there, workers, whatever.

Repaving the track, putting

The BID has tried
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it with other people, with Claudio's trying to do

2

it at the school and everything else, but it's all

3

piecemeal and on different public property.

4

the plan was to use the money that we have in the

5

coffers, and it's 63,000 from Peconic -- from

6

Hampton Jitney, and 30,000 from 222 Manor Place.

7

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

8

MAYOR HUBBARD:

9

So

Yes.

That's all that's in there.

Nothing has been collected into that fund from

10

1991 until 2020.

Nothing has been collected, it's

11

never been used, even though it's been in the code

12

for 30 years.

13

to help the Planning Board to do their job,

14

because they asked us for help.

15

tried to do.

So we're trying to implement that

That's what we

So the plan is to do upgrade on Moores Lane

16
17

to make it a safe place for people to park their

18

car and get shuttled down into town.
The LWRP, we went out for prices to get a

19
20

consultant to work on the LWRP in October.

It

21

came back in December with one person that bid on

22

it that's not really their forte of doing LWRPs.

23

So we went back out to rebid on it in December.

24

In March, we got a report back that nobody bid on

25

that.

So now we are working on it inhouse between
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1

the Village staff and the Village Attorney,

2

working on changing everything from the

3

14-year-old pre-LWRP, to take out stores that no

4

longer exist, and rework all that stuff.

5

August, we will have that for our public meeting

6

for everybody to review, the Board and the public

7

to review where the LWRP is, and move that

8

forward.

By

So we started this over six months ago

9
10

working on that, because everybody says we need to

11

have that.

12

the LWRP that we need to upgrade.

13

working on that for six months.

14

can't find somebody that's going to help us with

15

it.

16

State for 60,000.

17

and everything changed, but the whole Village has

18

changed over the past 14 years, we all know that's

19

completely different.

20

by page changing everything that's in the LWRP now

21

to make it something that actually fits the needs

22

of what we have now and where we're going forward

23

with it.

24
25

That is a comprehensive plan, that is
So we've been

Unfortunately, we

Originally, it was done with a grant from the
The State changed the format

So they are working on page

Okay?

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

Well, that's

encouraging.
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MAYOR HUBBARD:

So they've been working six

2

months and we are -- I talked to the Village

3

Administrator today.

4

should have that for the whole Board and the

5

public to see where we are with what's updated.

6

It still needs to be approved by Department of

7

State, but we need to have something that we can

8

work with, and get the BID's input, the public

9

input, everybody, that we did 14 years ago.

For the August meeting, we

We

10

had meetings at the school.

11

tables with a whole bunch of people.

12

through the whole process then, and we're going to

13

do that over again, but we need to upgrade what we

14

have to do, and, unfortunately, we don't have a

15

consultant that can help us.

16

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

I sat at different
We went

Understood,

17

understood.

18

think that's the right course to take.

19

would say that that puts this law a little bit

20

ahead of the curve for that result to understand

21

what that LWRP says.

22

And that to me is encouraging, and I
And I

So I would say that, you know, my request on

23

behalf of the BID is you need to table passage of

24

this law to allow that process to conclude.

25

it's not years down the road, it sounds as though
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it's eight months away, perhaps, something to that

2

effect.

3

what the plan is overall.

4

Village understand what it is.

5

greater level of transparency for businesses to

6

understand what the objective is.

7

the appropriate way to proceed.

8

know, think that that's -- that's absolutely fine.

9

To me, that's the guidance that defines
Stakeholders in the
There's a much

To me, that's

I absolutely, you

The only -- the only other, you know, point

10

that I would make, in response to your answer to

11

my question or point, was if we have any of that

12

money within that parking, you know, category of

13

funds, it still has not yet been clearly

14

articulated, let me submit, that what is the plan

15

for that money.

16

what are we -- what are we planning to do with

17

that money to improve our parking situation?

18

Because I still find in just the language and the

19

comments that occur about what the intent behind

20

this is, is it's really more a question of what

21

the intensity of use is that we are comfortable

22

with or not comfortable with within the Village

23

limits.

24

it should be a relatively same simple, I think,

25

explanation of what it is we plan to do to improve

You know, if we've got $93,000,

And if this really is a parking question,
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2

parking, create more parking.
I understand, you know, the Moores Lane

3

overall objective, but, yet, that hasn't really

4

been clearly articulated enough to provide people

5

with an understanding, a clear understanding as to

6

this is how it's going to work, this is what it's

7

going to cost, this is what we need to raise, this

8

is how we're going to raise it.

9

been articulated.

That just hasn't

And I think that, perhaps,

10

feeds a lot of the, perhaps, misunderstanding or

11

miscommunication of our business members to not

12

really understand.

13

Where is it we're trying to get?

What is

14

the plan?

15

scenarios of you have to say this is where I'm

16

going, this is how I'm going to get there, and

17

this is how we're going to do it, and you have to

18

repeat that, repeat that, repeat that, in my mind.

19

It's one of those kind of classic

So I would encourage the Board, if there is

20

a plan as to what to do with these funds, to

21

explain that more clearly to the rest of us, so

22

that we can honestly buy into what the objective

23

is, and, hopefully, there's an opportunity for us

24

to buy in.

25

a -- it feels as though there are people, perhaps

Right now, it feels as though it's
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in your view misunderstandingly, feels as though

2

it's just a money-grab to support the General Fund

3

to pay for things that the Village can't otherwise

4

do.

5

I have --

And if that's wrong, then I am sorry.

MAYOR HUBBARD:

6
7

I just repeated that, that

is wrong.
RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

8

I know, I know.

I'm

9

just going to say --

10

MAYOR HUBBARD:

I already said that.

11

MAYOR HUBBARD:

-- it's going to be up to

12

you guys to reiterate that it's not, and here's

13

what we plan to do.
MAYOR HUBBARD:

14

That's my opinion.
Okay.

And you keep bringing

15

up the 93,000.

16

only for the Hampton Jitney parking lot.
RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

17
18

Sixty-three thousand is earmarked

All right, 30, 30,000.

Thirty thousand.

19

MAYOR HUBBARD:

The 30, okay.

20

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

21

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Just --

Yeah.

And somebody brought up more

22

signage pointing down to Fourth Street, and we

23

took that under advisement and we're working on

24

that.

25

signs, obviously, disappeared or something

We had -- there were signs there.
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1

happened to them, so we're working on more signs

2

to point people down to the Fourth Street parking

3

lot.

4

everything down there is all a work in progress,

5

just like Moores Lane with the train and the other

6

stuff that's going on up there.

7

plan has been stated this is what we plan to do.

8

Once that's all there and people are using it,

9

hopefully, the parking lot on the track will be

But that whole transportation hub,

But the overall

10

used all the time, and then these would be --

11

that's, you know, where it's going to go.

12

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

And I understand that.

13

One last point I want to make that I -- that I

14

neglected to mention.

15

is a parking problem, if there is a focus of a

16

parking problem, there are other alternatives as

17

well besides imposing a parking fee on new

18

businesses that may be interested in coming in.

19

think one of the insightful points that the

20

Planning Board made was, you know, these fees that

21

are constructed, that are currently in the code,

22

that you're eliminating the grandfather, or the --

23

you know, the waiver on, not the grandfather,

24

large companies, large corporations, Tommy Hilfiger,

25

you know, other -- not to disparage any of the big

I think if, you know, there
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names, but that's easy for them to pay.

It's the

2

mom-and-pop that want to come in and open a

3

year-round business, not open a business that's

4

going to be open from Memorial Day to Labor Day

5

and then shuttered for the rest of the year.

6

Those are the big deep pockets that can handle

7

something like that and they'll pay the fee.

8

They'll -- I won't say pillage, but, ultimately,

9

they will be the ones that will make money during

10

the high season, and they were -- then it's vacant

11

and the streets are vacant, because they're not

12

the mom-and-pop shop that need to operate every

13

single day all 12 months out of the year.

14

going to create a barrier to those people on

15

especially the properties that are located in the

16

Front Street/Main Street corridor.

17

these change of opportunities for them to come in

18

and try, scrape together, like we did as a brewery

19

at Carpenter Street, to put together a business

20

that ultimately benefitted by the fact that the

21

Village was behind us on the fact that we -- we

22

couldn't have paid the off-street parking at the

23

time.

24

hammer and -- and doing most of the work myself.

25

That added burden of the fact that you have to pay

You're

If you impose

I was there most of my off days with a
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1

for that extra tax is going to be prohibitive to

2

those mom-and-pop operations, year-round

3

operations that we want this Village to continue

4

to embrace.

5

I feel like this is something that, again,

6

not that there's a path to figuring how to solve

7

parking problems, not that there's a path to

8

figure out the zoning changes for the intensity in

9

uses, but this to me is a quick, you know,

10

immediate reaction for fear of the fact that we're

11

going to -- we're going to lose something without

12

having a more global plan in place.

13

you know, I just offer that.

14

So, I just --

And I think there's opportunity to really

15

embrace the fact that we should consider, perhaps,

16

kiosks, mobile -- you know, mobile park, the

17

parking process in order to fund more Code

18

Enforcement, parking enforcement people, where you

19

have the ability to create more turnover in the

20

parking areas that are in that downtown Village

21

area, where perhaps we have some employees of

22

businesses parking there for, you know, 10 hours a

23

day, when, in fact, we want that turnover.

24

alleviate the parking problem, if we really think

25

there is one, by utilizing more specifically
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1

targeted and equitable measures, rather than this

2

law.

3

That's my opinion.
MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

And there -- there is

4

a parking problem.

I could use my mother, who

5

lives on Central Avenue, and the change of shift

6

when they come in in the evening.

7

weekends is filled up with all the workers from

8

the BID stores, American Beech, the other ones all

9

around there.

Her road on

Workers in their coats going to

10

work park in front of her house, and when there's

11

a change of shift, you can't get to the house.

12

When we try to bring her food on a Sunday

13

afternoon, we can't get to the house, we have to

14

park in the back.

15

the back.

Luckily, she has a driveway in

But that is a parking issue.

16

Mrs. Hartman, who lived on Bay Avenue right

17

by American Beech, complained to us 15 years ago,

18

"I can't leave my house on a Saturday or a Sunday,

19

because I never can get back home."

20

one of the houses that took away her driveway, so

21

she has to park on the street, but they complained

22

about that.

23

And she has

There is an issue that's been brought to our

24

whole Board about all the business employees and

25

patrons branching out farther into the Residential
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1

District.

And the back side of Carpenter Street,

2

where your business is, Bay Avenue, Central Avenue

3

and all, those areas you cannot get to.

4

go all the way down to the condos, there's not a

5

place to park.

6

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

You could

I understand.

You know?
And I think there's

9

ways, though, with even striping and signage, and

10

greater code enforcement, where we could generate

11

revenue in simpler ways, rather than imposing this

12

tax that has a chilling effects -- effect on new

13

businesses.

14

incentives to stop that from happening for our

15

residents, and I'm 100% -- I think there's a path

16

to that.

17

to solve a problem that is not clearly defined.

There's ways to create real

I just think this is a misguided attempt

18

MAYOR HUBBARD:

19

RICHARD VANDENBURGH:

20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

21
22

Okay.
Thank you.

Anybody else wish to address

the Board on this topic?
LILY DOUGHERTY-JOHNSON:

I'm Lily

23

Dougherty-Johnson, 51 Washington Avenue.

24

member of the Planning Board, but speaking for

25

myself.
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I want to say that I applaud you guys to

1
2

try -- doing something, because I feel like I know

3

there's a lot of frustration, I feel it, too.

4

mom lives on Ludlam Place, and in the summer, it

5

can be really hard to park, actually all the time,

6

but that's a separate issue.

7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

LILY DOUGHERTY-JOHNSON:

9

My

Right.
And I think I know

in some ways where you're coming from, but I feel

10

like it's not going to solve the problem.

11

it's not going to solve the problem of American

12

Beech, like those are existing problems that we

13

already let happen.

14

what you're doing is like stopping it now, right,

15

like -- but we're not -- you're not going to stop

16

development.

17

pay, and as already has been said, that means

18

people with deep pockets.

19

repeat what people have said, because there's a

20

lot.

21

Like

And I know that you think

People are just going to have to

Anyway, I don't want to

But one thing I want to say is, also, like

22

as a Board, part of your job is to look to the

23

future, and maybe the future doesn't include so

24

many cars.

25

plan right now that's like saying we have to have

And I don't think we should make a
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1

all the parking that, you know, our code says

2

right now in a future where people are biking

3

more, or there's smaller cars, or people aren't

4

using their cars much because the gas is so

5

expensive.

6

That's just one thing to think about.

Plus, we're not Riverhead.

Like we don't

7

want to have -- and we can't.

Like downtown

8

Greenport was built at a time when we didn't have

9

this, so you're not going to have a shopping

10

center with enough parking, like we already said,

11

the Arcade, Auditorium, pretty much anywhere.

12

there are a lot of vacant businesses downtown.

13

Okay, maybe not a lot, but like I counted like ten

14

right now.

15

still means that's an empty storefront.

16

And

Some of those are in process, but that

And I guess my other question is like if you

17

were talking intensification, does that mean

18

intensification from nothing?

19

right now is nothing.

20

intensification from it used to be a retail store?

21

Like the Arcade

Or are you talking

A couple of other things that I just wanted

22

to say.

We -- for so long we've been drawing

23

tourists in, and we've been promoting ourselves,

24

and like the -- Greenport as a Village has been

25

doing that.

And like to now say, "Okay, we don't
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1

want you to come," we don't want -- "We don't want

2

your business", is a little like -- it's just that

3

we're fight -- you know, like we're fighting

4

ourselves, sort of, like -- and I know that

5

there's different parts of it, and like we also

6

want to park, I totally get that, but I think

7

there has to be -- there has to be a balance that

8

works better for everyone, and I think part of

9

that is enforcement.

10

Like if we don't want it to be Bourbon

11

Street, then we shouldn't be allowing people to

12

drink in public.

13

restaurants are there because people want them.

14

And retail, unfortunately, is just like something

15

that's not -- we can't just say -- I mean, I know

16

you're saying like we have all these retail

17

stores, they became restaurants.

18

whole country, that's the whole word, it's not

19

just Greenport.

20

people are getting things delivered, and they're

21

going to big box stores, and not every store is

22

going to stay the same, like that's impossible.

23

That, you know, is --

That's like the

It's -- retail is hard now, when

And I do think there's just something to --

24

it's not fair to people who live here and maybe

25

want to start a business, or people, like has
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1

already been said, mom-and-pop businesses that

2

just can't -- are not going to be able to do this

3

because they have to pay exorbitant fees.

4

like has already been said also, a lot of places

5

don't care, they're going to have the money, the

6

hotels are going to have the money.

7

know, they're fine with paying for parking.

They -- you

And, again, we need to actually have the

8
9

And

parking somewhere.

And I know you said that the

10

plan is Moores Lane, but -- and if we do have some

11

money, why -- like where are we in that plan?

12

Because maybe we should be starting instead of

13

just talking about it or saying that there's a

14

plan.

15

could -- it seems like we could do something.

16

And maybe it's not enough money, but we

The other thing I just wanted to say was

17

about maintaining, like and improving the parking

18

lots we already do have.

19

happens in parking lots that's not great, people

20

could just hang out all day.

21

can't be -- you know, like a lot of the parking

22

lots that exist on Adams Street, you can't really

23

see the lines.

24

that don't match up to the handicapped parking.

25

So I doubt -- even if you got a ticket, you could

There's a lot that

There's lines that

There's handicapped parking signs
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1

probably go and fight it.

2

like that, cleaning it up seems like it would be a

3

good place to start.

4

So just little things

I think that's all I really got.

Thank you

5

for your time, and thanks for thinking about this.

6

Like I think it's a good -- we all -- obviously,

7

there is a problem.

8

about what the -- what actual -- how we actually

9

solve those problems.

I just think we have to think

10

MAYOR HUBBARD:

11

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13
14

Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Anybody else wish to address

the Board?
DEBORAH RIVERA PITTORINO:

Hello.

My name

15

is Deborah Rivera Pittorino, and I'm here as an

16

individual, and also representing a business,

17

Greenporter Hotel.

18

So my big question is -- I'm going ask some

19

rhetorical questions.

What is the purpose?

What

20

is the purpose of this -- of this plan for

21

charging for parking?

22

hearing three things, basically.

23

clarify the code, one is to create more parking,

24

and one is to limit development.

25

hearing.

So I'm hearing -- I'm
One is to

That's what I'm
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So I really appreciated Mayor Hubbard's

1
2

concern for clarifying our parking code, because

3

it really does need to be clarified.

4

be clarified, because not everyone is treated

5

equally.

6

situation, where I was asked to pay for parking,

7

even though, technically, I'm exempt from parking

8

as a business that was existing prior to 1991.

9

And then other businesses who -- who were -- came

It needs to

I was confronted with my own personal

10

in after me and were never hotels, they didn't

11

have to pay for parking.

12

why that is.

13

parking law, that it needs to be clear, so that

14

it's fair for everyone, regardless of their sex or

15

race or religion.

So I'm not really sure

And I think that if we have a

So I think that, you know, the law really

16
17

has to be clarified, so that everyone is treated

18

equally, because, otherwise, it feels basically

19

like things are approved or disapproved depending

20

on who you are, or depending on who's on your

21

side.

22

appreciate this clarification for existing parking

23

requirements.

24
25

That's how I see it.

So I really

The second thing is the purpose of this tax
is to create more parking, from what I understand.
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1

But is this going to create more parking, and how

2

will it create parking?

3

parking that makes everyone happy?

4

mean by that is I have -- I have the biggest

5

parking lot of all the hotels downtown all put

6

together, and we have to police our parking during

7

the weekends.

8

make sure other people don't park in our lot.

9

Then we'd say, "There's parking down the street on

And how will it create
And what I

So we have to stand out there and

10

Fourth Street, the municipal parking lot, if you

11

go down there."

12

there, we don't want to walk up here."

13

is parking, but that parking doesn't make them

14

happy.

15

Carpenter Street happy, but it's not going to make

16

the people that have to walk from the municipal

17

parking just two blocks to Front Street, because

18

they don't want to, they don't want to walk that.

19

So no matter what you do, you're not going to

20

create parking that makes everyone happy, it just

21

won't be possible.

22

"Oh, no, we don't want to go down
So there

So maybe it will make the people on

Currently, we have this -- you know, we

23

have -- I'm talking about the municipal parking by

24

the Hampton Jitney that could -- so I understand

25

that the money that's currently in this fund could
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1

go to improve that.

So to repave, even to repave

2

the street leading up to the parking that was --

3

started to be repaved, but it hasn't been

4

finished.

5

that's elevated like, you know, 10 inches from the

6

street, that if you went over that in a low car,

7

you would destroy your car.

8

finished yet.

9

parking lot itself could be fixed.

There's -- there's like a big sewer lid

So that parking isn't

So that road could be fixed.

The

They could

10

take out some of the -- some of the islands,

11

figure out a new circulation plan, definitely do

12

more signage.
I recently added that parking to the Google

13
14

Maps, so now it appears on Google Maps.

15

telling you that people aren't going to park down

16

there.

17

People don't -- they want to park in front of the

18

store, and can everyone park in front of the

19

store?

20

you collect, you'll never be able to get enough

21

parking for everyone to park in front of the

22

store, it's never going to happen.

23

But I'm

You can put all the signs you want.

You can't ever -- no matter how much money

So, you know, it's really -- Greenport has

24

always been a pedestrian village.

We've had cars

25

in this country for not even 150 years, so we were
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1

always a pedestrian village.

So I don't know when

2

we became car village, that every kind of

3

development was contingent upon sufficient

4

parking.
Last, but not least, the purpose of this is

5
6

to limit development.

I believe that the only

7

limiting of development will be for the

8

mom-and-pops, because I've seen it firsthand with

9

my own eyes, the people that come in here, and the

10

first thing they say is, "How much do you want?

11

I've got my checkbook.

12

I've got my checkbook, how much money do you

13

want?"

14

to limit development for them, they can pay

15

whatever they want, and so, therefore, Greenport

16

is for sale.

17

I've got my 10 lawyers,

And so it's not going to -- it's not going

If you own a building and there's a change

18

of use and you want to sell that building, whoever

19

buys that building then has to pay for parking.

20

If that person or company has to pay for

21

parking -- and it will be a corporation that buys

22

the building, because that's who's buying

23

buildings.

24

bought by corporations.

25

to pay for parking.

Even the Airbnb houses are all being
So that entity will have

And guess who they're going
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1

to pass that cost onto?

They will pass it onto

2

the tenant.

3

can afford to go into that storefront?

4

the Tommy Hilfigers, the Ralph Laurens, the London

5

Jewelers.

6

Greenport businesses are all going to be these --

7

it's going to be for the super rich, for the big

8

corporations, for the mega-yachts.

9

be for the mega-yachts and the super rich, and is

So then who will be the tenant that
It will be

And then this will ensure that

10

this what we want for Greenport?

11

it is.

12

Thank you for your time.

13

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

Greenport will

I don't believe

Just so clarify, it's

14

not a tax, it's something that's in the code, it's

15

a fee.

16

it's not a tax.

If you don't have the space, it's a fee,

17

DEBORAH RIVERA PITTORINO:

18

MAYOR HUBBARD:

A fee.

No, just, I mean, it's being

19

said a lot that we're taxing people for it and

20

all.

21

just talking about, if they don't change the use,

22

they don't have to pay for parking.

23

earlier.

But if somebody buys that building you were

24

DEBORAH RIVERA PITTORINO:

25

MAYOR HUBBARD:

I said that

No.

There's no reason they would
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1

have to pay for parking.
DEBORAH RIVERA PITTORINO:

2
3

people will want to have some change of use.
MAYOR HUBBARD:

4
5

Yeah, but most

Okay, well.

Okay.

Anybody

else wish to address the Board?
JOHN SALADINO:

6

John Saladino, Sixth Street.

7

Are you ready for the other side of the coin?

8

Just a few -- before I get to the -- to the

9

Planning Board's -- a few of the things that I

10

dispute, some of this stuff I hear, that I heard

11

tonight, maybe, one of things was owners will have

12

devalued property.

13

building, if somebody chooses not to -- if he

14

decides to sell and somebody chooses not to make

15

it a brewery, the property would be devalued.

16

We're not sure that's true, we don't know if

17

that's true or not.

18

does buy that building and it has parking intact,

19

the price of that building goes up.

20

development rights on a farm.

21

rights are intact, that farmland is worth more

22

money.

23

next owner, the property is not as valuable as it

24

was.

25

Mr. Vandenburgh said his

But, conversely, if someone

It's like

If the development

If the development rights are sold to the

Someone had mentioned cars in the future.
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1

This is -- this is Greenport, it's not Manhattan,

2

there is no mass transit.

3

times a day, there's a bus four times a day, and

4

that bus is available only to people from

5

Riverhead, from Exit 60 on the Expressway, and

6

Manhattan.

7

J Train and get to Greenport, you can't.

8

people that live in Babylon, people that live in

9

Port Washington, people that live wherever on

There's a train two

So it's not like you can hop on the
So

10

Long Island are going to drive.

They're going to

11

take their -- they're not going to bike here.

12

people from East Marion maybe are going to bike

13

here, but not the people that live in those

14

places.

15

going to take their motorcycle.

16

here, if they drive down the street and they don't

17

see a parking space, if they're driving 60 miles

18

or 50 miles from Oceanside, or 80 miles from

19

Oceanside or Babylon, whatever, however far those

20

places are, they're not going come here and look

21

and say, "Huh, there's no parking," turn around

22

and go home.

23

your mother's house, they're going to park in

24

front of my house, they're going to park in front

25

of Peter's -- no, no.

The

They're going to take their car, they're
And when they get

They're going to park in front of

In front of Jack's house.
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1

So, I mean, anybody that doesn't admit

2

there's a parking problem is not being honest.

3

Anybody that lives in the Residential District

4

that hasn't suffered from the Commercial

5

District's -- the tourist-based industry in the

6

Commercial District because of parking is not

7

being honest.

8
9

Some people have complained about, well,
what's the real purpose of the code?

Before I

10

even get to that, are we willing to admit here

11

that we do have an LWRP?

12

hasn't been updated for 14 years doesn't mean

13

there's not one in effect.

14

MAYOR HUBBARD:

15

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

16

JOHN SALADINO:

And the fact that it

Correct.
Yes, we do have one.

So we do have an LWRP.

What

17

I hear from a lot of people that we have to

18

upgrade the LWRP, upgrade the -- it's obsolete,

19

it's 14 years old.

20

the school and stuff, and what I heard was, "Yeah,

21

we have to update the", but nobody had the second

22

sentence.

23

should do.

24

should -- it's like, "Oh, we got to lower taxes."

25

The next question is, "Well, how do you do that?"

I went to those meetings at

Nobody had a suggestion on what they
Nobody had a suggestion of how
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1

You know, how do you do that?

2

LWRP.

3

what?

Same thing with the

"Well, we have to revise it."

Well, to

4

The original LWRP that we had and the

5

revision, if you look through it, all the chapters

6

of it, it's basically the same.

7

everything that -- all those discussions, all

8

those people that came to give -- I don't want to

9

say testimony.

So, I mean,

All those people that came to give

10

their opinion, nothing was revised.

11

happy with the status quo of the LW -- albeit, it

12

was 12 years ago, 14 years ago.

13

changed in the last 12, 14 years.

14

problems that the people then faced are the

15

problems, the same problems that they're facing

16

today.

Greenport's
But the

I'll save this for last about treating

17
18

Everybody was

people equally.
I hear people talking about, "Well, there's

19
20

got to be transparency.

What are going to do with

21

the money?

22

money?

23

I've been -- I don't know what's so hard to

24

understand.

25

restricted fund?

What are you going to do with the

What are you going to do with the money?"

You're going to put it in a
Is the money that you collect --
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1

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Yes.

2

JOHN SALADINO:

-- going to be in a

3

restricted fund?

4

thing?

Can it be used only for one

5

MAYOR HUBBARD:

6

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

7
8
9

Yes.
Whatever it's set up for,

yeah.
JOHN SALADINO:

Is it like the Enterprise

Fund, about the Electric Fund, about the Water

10

Fund, about the Sewer Fund?

11

fund, you can only use it for one thing?

12

know if people are suggesting, well, you got 100

13

grand in the -- we want to know how you're going

14

to spend the money.

15

on parking infrastructure, we're going to spend it

16

on revitalizing the parking lots that we have,

17

creating a new parking lot, whatever yous are

18

going to spend it on, I trust you.

19

It's a restricted
I don't

Well, we're going to spend it

But I'm hearing, too, like:

Well, we want

20

to know how much it's going to cost, we want to

21

know the plan.

22

you stripe a parking lot, it costs $26,000, you've

23

got to come to somebody at this meeting and say,

24

"Listen, if it's okay with you guys, we're going

25

to spend 26 grand to stripe this parking lot," and

We want to know" -- so every time
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1

then -- and then have a debate with 70 people and

2

50 people about, well, it's too much, ask somebody

3

else, or maybe you don't need it?

4

that's crazy.

5

That's crazy,

I just heard that the cost -- first, we're

6

worried about the mom-and-pops, then somebody says

7

the reality of the situation is -- well, to quote

8

the Planning Board, deep-pocket investors are

9

going to buy these buildings.

And if they have to

10

provide parking, that's assuming that it's going

11

to be a change of use.

12

the assumption that anybody that buys a building

13

in Greenport is going to change the use.

14

they like the use.

15

Gusmar Building, and there's four restaurants in

16

there, or three restaurants in there, and they're

17

going to keep three restaurants, so there is no

18

penalty.

19

passed on to the tenant and the tenant will pass

20

it on to the consumers.

21

I don't know how we make

Maybe

Maybe they're buying the

And if there is, well, the cost will be

My concern is that the way that the tenant

22

is going to pass the cost on to the consumer,

23

without this, without a fund to take care of

24

parking infrastructure and parking in general, and

25

creating new parking, and when you do it, if you
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1

don't pass this code change and you do it, then

2

the cost is passed on to the residents.

3

people that live in Greenport, the people that

4

live on Main Street, and Fifth Street, and Sixth

5

Street, I'm not parking up at Moores Lane.

6

I got to get to town, I walk there, or -- you

7

know, or don't go that day.

8
9

The

And if

So it's not to the general -- it's not for
the majority of the residents' benefit that these

10

parking lots are being created, it's for the

11

people that are coming here.

12

municipal's responsibility, a municipality's

13

responsibility, but it's not the residents that

14

are being serviced by -- by this, and they're the

15

ones that are going to have to bear the burden.

16

Parking is the

So those are just some of the -- and the

17

last thing I want to say, people -- treat people

18

equally.

19

people have to pay for parking and another hotel

20

didn't have to pay for parking.

21

required to pay for parking.

22

Menhaden, was required to pay for parking, if the

23

Planning Board chose to charge them.

24

Board chose not to address the issue.

25

You know, a lot was said about some

That hotel was

That hotel, the

The Planning

Another statutory board, the Zoning Board,
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1

the plurality of the members on the -- on this --

2

that particular Board didn't want to lose the

3

project, they gave them the variance.

4

would have been $50,000 richer if the Planning

5

Board sold them the parking.

6

Board was aware that the Zoning was -- the Zoning

7

Board was going to grant the variance, was

8

probably going to grant the variance.

9

hotel is required to pay for a few parking spaces.

10

The Village

And the Planning

So another

As a member -- in full -- as full

11

disclosure, I'm on the Zoning Board, I was there

12

for those -- that public hearing and that vote.

13

thought we -- we were scrupulously honest with

14

that applicant, but I guess people see things

15

differently.

16

As to the Planning Board's report, I read --

17

and if I'm taking a few extra minutes, I

18

apologize.

19

obviously, I dispute that, we have an LWRP.

20

I

I read the -- about the LWRP.

I --

The Planning Board says, "Based on the

21

discussions, it does not appear that the real

22

intention of the proposed amendment" -- "proposed

23

amendment is to address parking as an issue, but,

24

rather, enact a tax that would apply to new

25

intense uses."

George doesn't like using the word
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tax.

My question is we pay tax all the time.

2

Forget income tax, but we pay tax all the time.

3

When everybody in this room bought their building,

4

they paid a 2% transfer tax, and nobody complained

5

about it.

6

a tax on your cigarettes, you pay a tax on -- on a

7

million different things.

8

you can call it a tax, but it's a fee.

9

comply with the law, with the code, you're

You pay a tax on your gasoline, you pay

It's a fee.

You know,
If you can

10

absolved from that fee.

11

pay it.

12

the numbers offhand, perhaps the attorney has it,

13

but I would bet the overwhelming majority of the

14

municipalities on Long Island have that law in

15

effect, have that fee for something.

16

If you can't, you got to

It's the way of the world.

I don't have

So, I mean, as far as there being a tax, and

17

I don't want to be flip about it, it's like so

18

what, call it whatever you want.

19

the money is going, you know what it's going to be

20

used for.

You know where

21

The Planning Board says it appears -- I

22

don't see that, I don't know how they see it.

23

appears to address a general revenue shortfall for

24

infrastructure maintenance in the Village."

25

yeah, but only if it's related to parking.
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1

know, you said it, Mr. Vandenburgh wants you to

2

put it out there.

3

out to miss members.

4

talk to the BID, maybe the BID could talk to the

5

BID.

6

sewer, it's not to fix -- put air conditioning in

7

the firehouse, it's not for any of that.

8

mean, if we're going to talk about it, we should

9

talk what -- the facts, instead of --

10

I would hope he would put it
Instead of you having to

It's a restricted fund.

It's not to fix the

So, I

"It's not clear to the Planning Board based

11

on a review of the proposed amendments, that the

12

elimination of grandfather exemption as to whether

13

there would be any workable parking solution for

14

potential uses of some of the larger commercial

15

spaces, potentially available development in the

16

CR District, in particular, the Arcade and the

17

Auditorium."

18

session.

19

into the Arcade, 6,000 square feet and setting up.

20

And, again, I'm not even sure what a mom-and-pop

21

is in this day and age, you know.

22

I spoke about this at the work

The Arcade, a mom-and-pop is not moving

But as far as the Arcade, if a -- if a

23

deep-pockets investor -- and I'm not even sure

24

about that.

25

deep-pocket investor have to be defined as Tommy

Why does it have to be -- why does a
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1

Hilfiger or a corporation?

2

franchises.

3

7-Eleven franchise, you need $500,000 liquid, plus

4

the franchise fee.

5

million-five liquid, plus the franchise fee.

6

So -- and we see couples opening those stores all

7

the time.

8

husband and wife to open up.

9

franchise, we don't want to -- we don't want

I mentioned it the other day, a

McDonald's, you need a

So maybe it's not out of reach for a

10

franchises in Greenport.

11

an infamnia.

12

you know, whatever.

13

talking about.

14

A lot of people buy

I'm not saying a

I know that's -- that's

But a store, a franchise-like store,
You guys know what I'm

And as far as the Arcade -- and in addition

15

to that, and the -- and the Opera House, to go

16

into this, in zoning, I've mentioned this before,

17

there is such a thing as incentive bonus.

18

Board has the power, if that -- and it's not spot

19

zoning.

20

something cultural, or the Village is in need of,

21

can absolve those places of the off-street parking

22

requirement, also, of a lot of other things.

23

since we're talking about off-street parking, this

24

Board can absolve the Arcade, could absolve the

25

Opera House of the 80 spaces that the Opera House

This

This Board has the power, if it's
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1

might need.

So now the Opera House is a nonissue,

2

now it's off the table, if you guys choose to

3

absolve them.

And then we're forgetting there's

4

always relief.

You can always go to the Zoning

5

Board and ask for relief.
The Zoning Board's not -- not hampered by a

6
7

20-space rule.

If they're all free-thinkers, if

8

they decide that this is to the benefit, the

9

detriment is less than the benefit to the Village,

10

the guy gets the variance, you know, it's pretty

11

simple.
Before I go on, I wanted to ask, what

12
13

happened?

I was here, most of the people were

14

here, a lot of the people were here prior to 1990.

15

Anybody here, Mary Bess, George, Julia, Sylvia,

16

anybody here remember what happened prior to 1990,

17

if somebody couldn't afford the parking?

18

store opened up anyway.

19

happened.
MAYOR HUBBARD:

20

That

I don't know how that

Yeah.

(Laughter)

21

JOHN SALADINO:

22

That code, that section of

23

the code has been in the code since 1949.

It was

24

revised again in 1971, and life went on, life went

25

on.

And Greenport, were there empty storefronts?
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1

We talked about that, too.

2

might want to attribute it to parking.

3

we're going to have to admit, 22 years ago,

4

Greenport was a different place.

5

of people weren't as pumped to open up a business

6

in Greenport, and there were empty stores.

7

it help?

8

should also look at the other side of why that law

9

was ultimately --

10

Did it not help?

You know, sometimes we
But, also,

You know, a lot

I'm not sure.

So did
But we

"The Village Board should consider whether

11

the elimination of grandfathering exemption may

12

not make certain structures in the CR/WC district

13

more valuable as tie-downs" -- "as tear-downs."

14

It's not permitted, it's not a permitted use.

15

Parking lots in the CR, if it's not accessory to

16

something, is not a permitted use.

17

permitted use in the Residential District.

18

can't open a parking lot in a Residential

19

District.

20

or the WC unless it's accessory to something.

21

I mean, we should think about that, too.

It's not a
You

You can't open a parking lot in the CR
So,

22

"There's no provision in the proposed

23

amendments that specifically addresses this point

24

in Section 150-21, Nonconforming Buildings With

25

Conforming Uses."

I think it does, I think it
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1

does address that.

2

building, a nonconforming building with a

3

conforming use, and you're doing exactly what

4

you've been doing, it does address it.

5

you're allowed to keep doing that.

6

I think if you're in a

It's --

So I'm not sure why, why that, and there --

7

so, plus, plus, is there -- what -- a

8

nonconforming building in the CR and the WC with a

9

conforming use, a nonconforming building, I'm not

10

sure I know what that even is.

You know, the 100%

11

lot coverage.

12

unicorn, too, a white elephant, so I'm not sure.

And, you know, so that's like a

13

"What is the intention of the language in

14

Section 150-16A that states, 'Any land which is

15

developed as a unit under single ownership and

16

control shall be considered a single lot for the

17

purpose of these parking regulations'?"

18

this in the -- the Zoning Board had this in a --

19

in a prior application and a big deal was made out

20

of it, and the applicant's representative made a

21

very big deal out of.

22

We had

It says that in our code.

Our code, again, started in 1949, it was

23

revised in 1971.

This is from 1971.

Any land

24

which is developed as a unit under single

25

ownership and control shall be considered a single
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1

lot for the purposes of these loading

2

requirements.

3

provision, the intention of that law in our code

4

was for loading zones, not for -- not to make a

5

parcel that encompasses two buildings, and there's

6

a lesser use in one building and a greater use in

7

the other building.

8

that, the current code addresses that now, too.

9

The more restrictive of the two applies.

The intention of that code

Actually, the code addresses

So, if

10

you have -- if you have a building that needs four

11

parking spaces, and in that same building is a

12

business that needs 20 parking spaces, the more

13

restrictive one applies.

14

it's not like -- it's not that hard to figure out.

15

I understand it was mentioned that two

So, I mean, it's not --

16

lawyers did this, and we understand sometimes

17

lawyers want to pick the fly poop out of the

18

pepper, but -- but sometimes you got to -- you got

19

to kind of use commonsense, too.

20

Board -- and if there's anything that's -- that's

21

not exactly, exactly perfectly clear, then there's

22

always -- there's always the opportunity for an

23

interpretation.

24

Planning, you go to the Village Board, "What

25

exactly does this mean?"

And I'm sure the

You go to Zoning or you go to

So I'm not sure if --
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1
2

oh, I'm sorry.
"The use and application of the payment in

3

lieu of parking provision as a requirement to the

4

opening up the ordinary course of business in the

5

Village would significantly favor businesses

6

backed by deep-pocket investors and deprive" --

7

"principally derive their return from non-Village

8

residents.

9

I don't understand why that -- should that be -- I

10

mean, I heard -- I heard the BID stand here with a

11

22-room hotel being proposed.

12

BID, given by the BID president for his members,

13

and I went back and checked the minutes and he did

14

say that, was that we're 100% behind this project.

15

So, I mean, I have no idea what the cost to put up

16

a 22-room hotel and a lobby and stuff.

17

to be more than 100 bucks, and it's got to be more

18

than -- than the average guy at that dais is going

19

to be able to afford.

20

deep-pocket investors, or we're -- we're opposed

21

to them?

22

Again, somebody -- I'm not sure what a mom-and-pop is.

23

"The general input Planning Board members

Example, tourism travel."

Yeah, yeah.

The opinion of the

It's got

So are we in favor of

We talked about the mom-and-pops.

24

have received from small businesses that have been

25

in the Village for some period of time is that
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1

they aren't sure they would have been able to open

2

their business if those added upfront costs were

3

added at that time they started their business."

4

My Dad used to say, "That was then, this is now."

5

You know, 14 years ago, 12 years ago, 10 years

6

ago, come to Greenport with a dollar and a dream,

7

you could open a business on a budget.

8

you get to Sixth Street, when you get to Saint Agnes

9

and you want to open up a business in Greenport,

Now, when

10

you got to say to yourself, "Can I afford to do

11

this?

12

spend the kind of money that" -- and if we're

13

talking about buying a building, or revitalizing a

14

building, after we just talked about franchise

15

fees and stuff like that, and you have to pay -- a

16

Trustee said that even a small business, the cost

17

to open it up would be in excess of $250,000.

18

Would an extra -- depending on what you guys

19

decide to charge, if you pass this law, what you

20

decide, if it's 15, 15,000, 5,000, 2,000, somebody

21

had mentioned $20,000, $2500, that's the price of

22

doing business in Greenport.

23

house in Greenport?

24

somebody bought 15 years ago, 20 years ago is a

25

million-two now.

Can I afford to do this?

Can I afford to

You want to buy a

The 260,000 house that

You want to live in Greenport,
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1

you got to pay a price.

2

business in Greenport, you got to look at the P&L

3

that you think is going to happen here and, "Well,

4

I can do this."

5

You want to open up a

The problem that we're seeing, the problem

6

that we're hearing is, you know, people come to

7

Greenport with a three-month, four-month business

8

plan, unfortunately, they've got a 12-month rent

9

schedule.

10

You know, I -- "This again highlights the

11

implicit bias this structure has against

12

businesses started by individuals versus those

13

funded by investor money."

14

that -- I don't -- I had a lot to say about that,

15

but I'll just say I don't see it as bias.

16

I find that -- I find

I think we just heard somebody say everybody

17

should be treated equally.

18

is this bias?

19

don't have to pay for parking.

20

pay for parking, and the next guy has to pay for

21

parking, if he changes his business or wants to

22

expand, what's -- what's wrong with that?

23

that -- isn't that -- isn't that the American way?

24

I mean, I don't understand.

25

Why is this bias?

Why

If I have to pay for parking -- I
But if you have to

Isn't

You know, you're saying that Greenport
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1

should be as -- and I hate using this word, but --

2

and not in the context where most people use it.

3

Greenport shouldn't be a sanctuary city for

4

everybody that wants to open a business.

5

first thing -- you talk to somebody from

6

Up-Island, the first thing they say, "Oh, yeah, go

7

to Greenport, you don't have to pay for parking."

8

Why should it be like that?

9

that?

10

The

Why should it be like

Does anybody -- I'm not going to turn

11

around, but I'll address the Board with a

12

question.

13

believe that even if this law is passed, even if

14

this provision is taken from the code, that people

15

aren't going to come to Greenport, whether they be

16

husband and wife investors, or Tommy Hilfiger, or

17

whoever else?

18

Does anybody in this Village honestly

Greenport is -- I just read the New York

19

Post today, that on -- I think it was maybe

20

somebody's Facebook page.

21

the post, that this is it, it's -- what was the

22

term, Hampton 2.0, or any --

23

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

24

it said in the article.

25

JOHN SALADINO:

They put the article on

Yeah, I think that's what

So, I mean, people aren't
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1

going to -- if you pass this, people, again,

2

they're not going to get to Southold and say, "Oh,

3

I'm not going any further, because Greenport

4

charges for parking."

5

nonsense.

6

That's nonsense.

That's

So, again -- and, also, I would agree with

7

Mr. Vandenburgh, I would encourage you to keep

8

this public hearing open.

9

I think, I think as a resident, I'm in the

But I would -- because

10

minority, but I don't care.

Speaking for the

11

residents, I think that perhaps next month there

12

might be a few more residents here that might have

13

an opinion, also.

14

So thank you, thanks for listening.

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16
17

Okay.

Thank you.

Anybody

else wish to address the Board?
SARAH PHILLIPS:

Hi.

Sarah Phillips, 100

18

South Street, both resident and business owner.

19

I'll keep it super brief.

20

To identify mom-and-pop businesses, I am one

21

of them, I'm an independent operator.

D'latte,

22

every liquor store within the Village, One Love

23

Beach, Frisky Oyster, Greenport Harbor, etcetera,

24

etcetera, that is what a mom-and-pop store is.

25

It's something that is independently operated by
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1

the person that you see there that's also the

2

owner.

3

creativeness and diversity to our Village, which

4

is an attraction, which is why it's being dubbed

5

Hamptons 2.0.

6

here in this very long conversation that is very

7

circular, is we are trying to not just slow

8

development, we are trying to shape development,

9

and I think that's a more positive way for us all

10
11

It brings originality, it brings

I think what we're trying to do

to look at it together.
I think identifying the guest in a

12

restaurant versus a shopper in a retail store is

13

really hard to do.

14

are getting out of the car?

15

staying in these stores for?

16

difference between those two people, and why does

17

one outweigh the other?

18

people in and out, so that would turn parking over

19

faster.

20

problem, whereas some of the other things that

21

we're talking about may not.

22

How do we know how many people
How long are they
What is the

In a restaurant, you want

That would actually help with our park

Are there any incentives that we could do or

23

build into these plans to help shape what we're

24

looking for in this Village, to continue to create

25

this diversity and create a balance between
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1

residential and commercial?

2

really important questions to add into this

3

conversation for everyone.

4

I think those are

I think offices also create a different

5

problem with parking, because offices tend to have

6

eight-hour employees that park and drive

7

independently of each other and sit here.

8

come that's not also part of this conversation?

9

It feels like it's very focused on like

So how

10

restaurants and bars, and in the last four years

11

we've seen a lot of things with change of use.

12

just find that to be like we're missing -- we're

13

missing a couple of very important points here.

14

I

Public transport, the bus does come here

15

every thirty minutes to take people back and forth

16

from other townships on this fork, so I think we

17

do have access to public transit.

18

think a lot of people like to take the public bus.

19

I just don't

Can we continue to work on incentives with

20

the Long Island Railroad, with the Jitney ferry --

21

or, I'm sorry, with the Jitney to create more of

22

these things?

23

created a shuttle.

24

it, but it was something that was interesting, it

25

was experimentive.

I know a couple of years ago we
There were some issues with

I think this is a more
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1

think-outside-the-box for development for

2

Greenport.

3

I do think that we are working on the

4

problem.

5

it for the 11 years that I've been here.

6

know how far along you are.

7

another important part of the conversation.

8

Keeping people up to speed, that's been said

9

already.

10

I've heard Moores Lane a lot, I've heard
I don't

I do think that is

I think exploring ideas like Citibank --

11

Citi Bikes in tandem.

12

come along with that does create that people don't

13

want to park here, they want to park in front of

14

the shop.

15

of transportation that has this kind of bucolic

16

feel to it, which is what we're trying to keep

17

here, maybe that's a great alternative for us to

18

try to explore as well.

19

Like getting Dime Bank to

Well, maybe if we create another form

Besides those two things, a couple of years

20

ago in front of the Planning Board, the property

21

next door to me was looking to be developed, and

22

it was going to be turned into a tasting from.

23

And one of the Planning Board Members had asked

24

the manager of one of the current places whether

25

or not they would allow limos versus cars, if they
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1

would allow limos to do dropoffs at this location.

2

It's in complete conflict with the parking,

3

because the limos would bring eight people or more

4

with no cars, versus eight people coming in four

5

cars.

6

conversation, and also trying to police something

7

like that is nearly impossible.

So I think, again, adding that into the

8

And I haven't heard a lot about the

9

residential apartments, and I think that is also

10

in conflict with one of the other developing

11

programs for affordable housing and increased use

12

on properties.

13

smaller areas, that adds more parking.

14

there are extra use on a single property, it

15

doesn't necessarily mean there's a driveway for

16

that person.

17

parked year-round on all the streets, whether it's

18

residential or within the Commercial District.

So if we add more housing in
And if

So now you're looking at more cars

19

And I just think, lastly, that like the

20

temporary money in this particular thing that

21

we're here to talk about right now or address

22

doesn't solve our future problems, but action and

23

creative solutions will.

24

just keeping the table open for us to have this

25

conversation further.

And so I look forward to

Thank you.
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1

MAYOR HUBBARD:

2

RANDY WADE:

Thank you.

Randy Wade, Sixth Street,

3

Greenport.

4

talk, and people have really good ideas.

5

very confused by the legislation at first until

6

you guys explained it, and I thought you made

7

really good points.

8
9

I have loved listening to everybody
I was

As Sarah just said, the diversity and unique
places that we have in the Village are something

10

to treasure.

11

that we don't want a monoculture.

12

all restaurants and hotels, and we certainly don't

13

want a proliferation of chain stores.

14

And I bet we all would also agree
We don't want

I went and heard Stacey Soloviev at the

15

Cutchogue Library, and she used to live in

16

East Hampton, and she said they had, you know, a

17

drug store, and a this and a that, and she saw one

18

by one they were changed over to these high-end

19

chain stores.

20

to look at and -- and plan for.

And so we have some serious things

21

I was talking to Shelly earlier about -- she

22

couldn't come, but she said just make sure that if

23

she sold her business, that she could sell it to a

24

jewelry store, or something that would be similar.

25

And in looking at the code, I think you could
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reassure people that they could sell to something

2

similar by -- instead of saying, "Makes a change

3

in the use or intensity or volume of use," say,

4

"Makes a change in the intensity of use or volume

5

of use."

6

reassure people that they could sell to a business

7

that would have similar foot traffic.
I also think you should pass this right

8
9

It's just those words I think would

away, but remove the part about pricing and keep

10

the old prices.

11

that we are keeping prices from decades ago.

12

We've had inflation, property values are higher.

13

Okay, we're not going to build a parking garage,

14

but, right, operating the Jitney is going to cost

15

money.

I mean, I actually think it should be a

16

lease.

But I say go ahead and pass this and then

17

work on how to make it more realistic, that people

18

contribute into a budget.

19

manages the Jitney, or whatever.

20

would still keep the same price for the -- I

21

believe it's 20.

22

then over 20 you could do the 5,000, which is

23

still a fraction of what it should be with

24

inflation.

25

It doesn't make any sense to me

Maybe it's the BID
But I would -- I

And if you want to change it,

But then really soon I think you need to put
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a cap on the number of restaurants and hotel rooms

2

that this Village can absorb.

3

one thing.

4

We cannot have all

The Hamptons actually outright bans

5

nightclubs.

I haven't looked at their code for

6

other things, but -- but I have heard that people

7

have, you know, communities that put caps on

8

certain types of businesses, and you could add in

9

a little growth, if you want.

You could certainly

10

revisit it in some number of years.

11

a tipping point, and -- and it's serious.

12

want to, you know, walk -- walking down the

13

sidewalk, you want to have store windows you can

14

look in, you just don't want to have all bars and

15

restaurants.

16

And let's see.

But we're at
If we

Oh, and then for chain

17

stores, we should explicitly prohibit chain

18

stores.

19

more than three of the same branded business

20

anywhere else.

21

pizza parlor Up-Island and you want to have

22

another one here, okay, but, you know, more than

23

three and then you get in the realm of we could

24

start having the craziness that they have had on

25

the South Fork, and we now have this like little

And it could be that an owner can have no

So, yes, if you have a shop or a
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moment where we could keep Greenport unique.

2

Thanks.

3
4

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

Anybody

else wish to address the Board?
(No Response)

5
6

Thank you.

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

At this point, I'll

7

offer a motion to keep the public hearing open on

8

this topic.

9

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

Second.

10

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Second.

11

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Aye.

12

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

13

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

14

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16

Opposed?

17

All in favor?

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

18

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

19

That will stay open.

20

comments during the month.

21

comments they want to submit, send them to the

22

Village Clerk at Village Hall.

23

has -- that's heard the discussion tonight, they

24

want to put in comments, send it to Village Hall

25

and they'll be received.

We'll take more
If anybody has written

Anybody listening

Okay?
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2
3

All right.

Next is public to address the

Board on any topic.
PATRICIA HAMMES:

I'll be quick.

Tricia

4

Hammes, 603 Main Street.

I just -- I assume the

5

Board is aware of this, but the -- several of the

6

market rate units in 123 Sterling have gone on the

7

market, and two points with respect to that.

8

is I was just hoping for an update on where we

9

stood on the affordable units, and getting those

One

10

out, so that however they're going to be sold,

11

that people that are going to be interested in

12

those are being treated equally with the people

13

that are willing to pay $2 million for the ones

14

that are on the market now.

15

And the related point, which I already

16

brought up with the Village Administrator earlier,

17

is the advertisements for the market rate

18

apartments refer to bonus space --

19

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

20

PATRICIA HAMMES:

Yeah.
-- as opposed to the --

21

for the space that's Waterfront Commercial.

22

think that's somewhat misleading advertising, and

23

I think it should be taken up with the owner and

24

the advertising, because it really -- I think

25

business -- bonus, bonus space has a particular
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1

implication in the real estate market when you're

2

buying, and I don't think that that is what that

3

space is intended to be.

4

So I think I had a real issue with that from an

5

advertising perspective.

6

It's not bonus space.

But the bigger concern for me is, as you all

7

know, as I was very outspoken about this, is I

8

think it's absolutely imperative that the process

9

for getting those affordable units, or however you

10

want to call them, out into the public is treated

11

in the same fashion as the developer is, or the

12

current owner, that's not the developer anymore,

13

is treating the market rate apartments.

14

Thank you.

15
16

MAYOR HUBBARD:

19
20

Anybody

else wish to address the Board?
(No Response)

17
18

Okay, thank you.

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

At this point, we'll

move on to our regular agenda.
I'll offer RESOLUTION #05-2022-1,

21

RESOLUTION adopting the May, 2022 agenda as

22

printed.

So moved.

23

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

25

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
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TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

2

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

3

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

4

MAYOR HUBBARD:

5

Opposed?

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

6
7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

Trustee Clarke.

9

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Motion carried.

RESOLUTION #05-2022-2,

10

Accepting the monthly reports of the Fire

11

Department, Village Administrator, Village

12

Treasurer, Village Clerk, Village Attorney, Mayor

13

and Board of Trustees.

So moved.

14

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

17

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

18

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

19

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

21

Opposed?

22

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

23

MAYOR HUBBARD:

24

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

25

Second.

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-2,

Resolution -- Oh, what am I doing?

-3, RESOLUTION
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1

ratifying the following two resolutions previously

2

approved by the Board of Trustees at the Trustees'

3

Work Session meeting held on May 19th, 2022:
RESOLUTION approving the attached SEQRA

4
5

resolution regarding the project detailed in the

6

application by The Friends of Mitchell Park for

7

Round 20 of the Suffolk County Downtown

8

Revitalization Grant for the renovation of the

9

public restrooms at Mitchell Park, adopting lead

10

agency status, determining that the renovation of

11

the public restrooms to be an Unlisted Action for

12

purposes of SEQRA, and that the restoration of the

13

public restrooms will not have a significant

14

negative impact on the environment, and adopting a

15

negative declaration for the purposes of SEQRA;

16

and

17

RESOLUTION approving the attached resolution

18

supporting the application by Friends of Mitchell

19

Park for Round 20 of the Suffolk County Downtown

20

Revitalization Grant for the renovation of the

21

public restrooms in Mitchell Park, approving an

22

Inter-Municipal Agreement between The Village of

23

Greenport and Suffolk County, and executing an

24

easement.

25

So moved.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

Second.
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1

MAYOR HUBBARD:

2

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

3

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

4

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

5

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

6

MAYOR HUBBARD:

7

Opposed?

10

Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

8
9

All in favor?

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-4,

11

RESOLUTION approving the application for

12

membership of Joseph F. Holmes, Jr. to the Star

13

Hose Company #3 of the Greenport Fire Department,

14

as approved by the Village of Greenport Fire

15

Department Board of Wardens on May 18th, 2022.

16

So moved.

17

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

18

MAYOR HUBBARD:

19

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

20

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

21

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

22

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

23

MAYOR HUBBARD:

24

Opposed?

25

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)
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MAYOR HUBBARD:

2

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-5,

3

RESOLUTION approving an increase in the hourly

4

wage rate of Anthony Yasso, from $16.48 per hour

5

to $18.00 per hour effective May 4th, 2022, owing

6

to a revision of the employee's Civil Service

7

title from Groundskeeper I (in the Road

8

Department) to Maintenance Mechanic II (in the

9

Electric Department), which was an advertised open

10

position in the Village of Greenport.

11

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

14

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

15

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

16

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

17

MAYOR HUBBARD:

18

Opposed?

19

So moved.

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

21

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-6,

22

Approving the attached quotation submitted by DeAl

23

Concrete Corporation for the construction of curbs

24

and sidewalks on portions of Third Street and

25

portions of Fourth Avenue, in the total amount of
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$101,157.80, to be expensed from account

2

H.5110.200 (Road Construction), with reimbursement

3

of the total amount of $101,157.80 by the County

4

of Suffolk Community Development, and authorizing

5

Mayor Hubbard to sign the contract between the

6

Village of Greenport and DeAl Concrete

7

Corporation.

So moved.

8

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

9

MAYOR HUBBARD:

All in --

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

10

Second.

Mr. Mayor, just as a

11

point of clarification and communication.

12

there has been some comments about Fourth Street

13

not being paved yet, this is dealing with the

14

curbing that had to be done -- there had to be

15

additional curbing and side -- curbing that had to

16

be done before we could finish paving; is that my

17

understanding?
MAYOR HUBBARD:

18
19
20
21

Yes.

Since

This is not part of

that.
TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

No, it's not part of it,

but I'd like it just to be made mention of.

22

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Everything is done.

23

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

25

project on Shelter Island.

Okay.

Corazzini finished their
We contacted them on
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Tuesday, I believe it was, and they said they'll

2

be here mid to the end of next week to pave

3

Wiggins Street and Fourth Street.
TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

4
5

Okay.

get that into -MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

8

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Aye.

9

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

6
7

All right.

All in

favor?

10

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

11

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

Opposed?

14

I just wanted to

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

16

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-7,

17

RESOLUTION approving the attached Change Order #3

18

from GTX Construction Associates Corp. in the

19

total amount of $5,300.00 for the additional labor

20

and materials required for the Fifth Street

21

Restrooms Rehabilitation Project.

22

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

23

MAYOR HUBBARD:

24

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

25

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

So moved.

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.
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TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

2

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

3

MAYOR HUBBARD:

4

Opposed?

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

5
6

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

7

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-8,

8

RESOLUTION approving the attached Access Agreement

9

between the Village of Greenport and Higgins

10

Marine allowing Higgins Marine to use a portion of

11

the Village of Greenport-owned property at Clark's

12

Beach, to allow access to the adjacent properties

13

for the temporary staging and storage of materials

14

to be used for the building of a revetment on

15

adjacent private property, and authorizing

16

Mayor Hubbard to sign the Access Agreement between

17

the Village of Greenport and Higgins Marine.

18

So moved.

19

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Second.

20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

21

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

22

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

23

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

24

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

25

MAYOR HUBBARD:

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.
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Opposed?
(No Response)

2
3

MAYOR HUBBARD:

4

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-9,

5

RESOLUTION approving the attached Sanitary Sewage

6

Agreement between the Village of Greenport and

7

North Road Hotel LLC (Sunset Motel) and

8

authorizing Mayor Hubbard to sign the Sanitary

9

Sewage Agreement between the Village of Greenport

10

and North Road Hotel LLC.

So moved.

11

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

14

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

15

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

16

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

17

MAYOR HUBBARD:

18

Opposed?

19

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

21

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2020 --

22

2022-10, Approving an increase in the hourly wage

23

rate for Richard Albanese, from $24.89 per hour to

24

$30.00 per hour, effective June 1st, 2022 owing to

25

the acquisition of substantial expertise in his
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1

area of work experience, per Article VII (Salaries

2

and Compensation), Section 9 (b) - Merit Clause -

3

of the collective bargaining agreement currently

4

in force between the Village of Greenport and CSEA

5

Local 1000.

So moved.

6

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

9

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

All in favor?
Aye.

10

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

11

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

Opposed?

14

Second.

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

16

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-11,

17

RESOLUTION approving an increase in the hourly

18

wage rate for Bernardo Bolanos, from $25.75 per

19

hour to $30.00 per hour, effective June 1st, 2022

20

owing to the acquisition of substantial expertise

21

in his area of work -- his area of work

22

expertise -- experience -- I apologize.

23

area of his work experience per Article VII

24

(Salaries and Compensation), Section 9 (b) - Merit

25

Clause - of the collective bargaining agreement

In the
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currently in force between the Village of

2

Greenport and CSEA Local 1000.

3

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

4

MAYOR HUBBARD:

5

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

6

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

7

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

8

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

9

MAYOR HUBBARD:

10
11

So moved.

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

Opposed?
(No Response)

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

13

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-12,

14

RESOLUTION approving the attached Municipal

15

Advisor Services Agreement between the Village of

16

Greenport and Munistat Services Inc. for municipal

17

financial advisory services, in the amount of

18

$3,500.00, to be expensed from account A.1325.433

19

(Bond Counsel/ Financial Advisor), and authorizing

20

Mayor Hubbard to sign the Municipal Advisor

21

Services Agreement between the Village of

22

Greenport and Munistat Services Inc.

23

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

25

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

So moved.

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.
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TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

2

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

3

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

4

MAYOR HUBBARD:

5

Opposed?

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

6
7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

9

Aye.

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-13,

RESOLUTION authorizing Mayor Hubbard to sign the

10

attached Engagement Letter between the Village of

11

Greenport and the Village of Greenport audit firm

12

of Cullen & Danowski, per Resolution #12-2020-8.

13

So moved.

14

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

17

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

18

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

19

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

21

Opposed?

22

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

23

MAYOR HUBBARD:

24

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

25

Second.

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-14,

Approving the Public Assembly Permit Application
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1

submitted by the Southold Town Police Department

2

and Paul Drum Life Experience Project for the use

3

of a portion of Mitchell Park from 10 a.m. through

4

12 noon on August 4th, 2022 for a Police Festival,

5

with the application fee for this event to be

6

waived.

So moved.

7

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

8

MAYOR HUBBARD:

9

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

All in favor?
Aye.

10

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

11

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

12

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

13

MAYOR HUBBARD:

14

Opposed?

15

Second.

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

16

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

17

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-15,

18

RESOLUTION authorizing Mayor Hubbard to sign the

19

attached Letter of Support to the New York State

20

Department of Environmental Conservation for the

21

permit modification of the Widow's Hole Preserve

22

Restoration Project to be undertaken by the

23

Peconic Land Trust.

So moved.

24

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

25

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Second.

All in favor?
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1

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Aye.

2

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

3

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

4

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

5

MAYOR HUBBARD:

6

Opposed?

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

7
8

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

9

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-16,

10

RESOLUTION accepting the Annual MS4 Report for the

11

period ending March 9, 2022 and authorizing

12

Village Administrator Pallas to sign the

13

Certification Statement in the accepted MS4

14

Report.

So moved.

15

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

16

MAYOR HUBBARD:

17

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

18

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

19

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

20

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

21

MAYOR HUBBARD:

22

Opposed?

23

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

25

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-17,
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RESOLUTION approving the "Guidelines for

2

Applications to the Historic Preservation

3

Commission for a Certificate of Appropriateness

4

for Buildings in the Greenport Historic District

5

(as of November 2021)" as recommended to the

6

Village of Greenport Board of Trustees by the

7

Village of Greenport Historic Preservation

8

Commission.

9

So moved.

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Second.

10

MAYOR HUBBARD:

11

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

12

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

13

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

14

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16

Opposed?

17

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

18

MAYOR HUBBARD:

19

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-18,

20

Awarding the contract for the replacement of

21

batteries and battery racks at the Village of

22

Greenport Power Plant to Haugland Energy LLC - the

23

sole bidder - at a total cost of $44,800.00, per

24

the bid opening on February 7, 2022 and

25

authorizing Mayor Hubbard to sign the contract
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1

between the Village of Greenport and Haugland

2

Energy LLC.

So moved.

3

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

4

MAYOR HUBBARD:

5

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Aye.

6

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Aye.

7

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

8

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

9

MAYOR HUBBARD:

10
11

Second.

All in favor?

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.

Opposed?
(No Response)

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

13

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-19,

14

RESOLUTION awarding the contract for engineering

15

design services for modifications to the Third

16

Street Fire Station building and the "annex

17

building" at the Third Street Fire Station to

18

Sendlewski Architects PC - the lowest bidder - at

19

a total cost of $45,200.00, per the bid opening on

20

March 31st, 2022 and authorizing Mayor Hubbard to

21

sign the contract between the Village of Greenport

22

and Sendlewski Architects LLC.

23

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

25

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

So moved.

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
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1

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

2

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

3

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

4

MAYOR HUBBARD:

5

Opposed?

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

6
7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

9

Aye.

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-20,

RESOLUTION scheduling a public hearing for

10

7 p.m. on June 23rd, 2022 at the Third Street Fire

11

Station, Third and South Streets, Greenport, New

12

York, 11944 regarding the Wetlands Permit

13

Application submitted by Costello Marine

14

Contracting Corp. on behalf of Nathaniel and

15

Emily -- I'm sorry, Ewing for the property located

16

at 230 Fourth Street, Greenport, New York, 11944

17

to:

18

existing fixed dock, elevate the existing 5' x 85'

19

fixed dock approximately 16", re-deck the dock

20

using 5/4" x 6" untreated lumber, extend the fixed

21

dock by 24', install a 3' x 16' ramp leading to an

22

8' x 24' floating dock secured in-place by three

23

10" diameter mooring pilings, remove the existing

24

42" x 24' ramp and 6' x 20' floating dock,

25

construct a new 166' +/- low sill bulkhead in

Remove the existing wood ramp leading to the
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1

front of remains of the existing 106' steel

2

bulkhead, reclaim approximately 30 cubic yards of

3

fill within a 10' x 30' area to a depth of - 4.0',

4

with dredge spoil to be used to fill void between

5

old and new bulkhead sheathing, remove remnants of

6

old steel sheathing in one area only; and

7

directing Clerk Pirillo to notice the public

8

hearing accordingly.

9

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

So moved.
Second.

10

MAYOR HUBBARD:

11

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

12

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

13

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

14

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16

Opposed?

17

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

18

MAYOR HUBBARD:

19

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-21,

20

RESOLUTION scheduling a public hearing for

21

7:00 p.m. on June 23rd, 2022 at the Third Street

22

Fire Station, Third and South Streets, Greenport,

23

New York, 11944 regarding the Wetlands Permit

24

Application submitted by Cole Environmental

25

Services on behalf of Paula Casey for the property
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located at 20 Beach Street (aka Sandy Beach Road),

2

Greenport, New York, 11944 to construct an

3

8' x 12.25' raised deck leading to a 4' x 89'

4

catwalk 4.5' above grade with open grate decking,

5

leading to a 3' x 14' ramp and 6' x 16' float,

6

with the existing bulkhead to be removed and

7

replaced, and the 10' return on the northwestern

8

side to be realigned on the property line; and

9

directing Clerk Pirillo to notice the public

10

hearing accordingly.

So moved.

11

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

14

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

15

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

16

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

17

MAYOR HUBBARD:

18

Opposed?

19

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

21

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-22,

22

Accepting the resignation of Inessa Bittner as an

23

Account Clerk for the Village of Greenport,

24

effective May 23rd, 2022; per the resignation

25

letter dated May 10th, 2022.

So moved.
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TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

2

MAYOR HUBBARD:

3

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

4

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

5

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

6

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

Opposed?

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

9
10

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

11

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-23,

12

RESOLUTION hiring Camryn Sara Trant as a part-time

13

seasonal Camp Counselor, at an hourly wage rate of

14

$15.00 per hour, effective June 1st, 2022.

15

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

16

MAYOR HUBBARD:

17

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Aye.

18

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Aye.

19

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

20

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

21

MAYOR HUBBARD:

22

Opposed?

23

So moved.

Second.

All in favor?

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.

(No Response)

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

25

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-24,
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1

RESOLUTION hiring David Malcolm Mallin-Latney as a

2

part-time seasonal Camp Counselor, at an hourly

3

wage rate of $15.00 per hour, effective June 1st,

4

2022.

So moved.

5

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

6

MAYOR HUBBARD:

7

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

8

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

9

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

10

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

11

MAYOR HUBBARD:

12

Opposed?

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

13
14

MAYOR HUBBARD:

15

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-25,

16

RESOLUTION hiring Aidan Charles Harper as a

17

part-time seasonal Carousel employee at an hourly

18

wage rate of $15.00 per hour, effective June 1st,

19

2022.

So moved.

20

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Second.

21

MAYOR HUBBARD:

22

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

23

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

24

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

25

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
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1

MAYOR HUBBARD:

2

Opposed?

Aye.

(No Response)

3
4

MAYOR HUBBARD:

5

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-26,

6

Ratifying the hiring of Christopher Mathew

7

Malinowski as a part-time seasonal Carousel

8

employee at an hourly wage rate of $15.00 per

9

hour, effective April 30th, 2022.

10

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

11

MAYOR HUBBARD:

12

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

13

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

14

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

15

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

16

MAYOR HUBBARD:

17

Opposed?

So moved.

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

18
19

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

20

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-27,

21

RESOLUTION ratifying the hiring of Andrea

22

Malinowski as a part-time seasonal Carousel and

23

Marina Office employee at an hourly wage rate of

24

$15.00 per hour, effective May 14, 2022.

25

So moved.
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TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

Second.

2

MAYOR HUBBARD:

3

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

4

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

5

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

6

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

Opposed?

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

9
10

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

11

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-28,

12

RESOLUTION hiring Jay Tramontana as a part-time

13

seasonal lifeguard at the Fifth Street Beach at an

14

hourly wage rate of $20.00 per hour, effective

15

June 25th, 2022.

So moved.

16

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

17

MAYOR HUBBARD:

18

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

19

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

20

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

21

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

22

MAYOR HUBBARD:

23

Opposed?

24
25

Second.
All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)
MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.
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1

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-29,

2

RESOLUTION hiring Christina LaPera as a part-time

3

seasonal lifeguard at Fifth Street Beach at an

4

hourly wage rate of $20.00 per hour, effective

5

June 25th, 2022.

So moved.

6

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Second.

7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

9

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

All in favor?
Aye.

10

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

11

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

Opposed?

14

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-30,

17

RESOLUTION hiring Abaigail Kunz as a part-time

18

seasonal lifeguard at Fifth Street Beach at an

19

hourly wage rate of $20.00 per hour, effective

20

June 25th, 2022.

So moved.

21

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

22

MAYOR HUBBARD:

23

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

24

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

25

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.
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1

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

2

MAYOR HUBBARD:

3

Opposed?

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

4
5

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

6

MAYOR HUBBARD:

RESOLUTION #05-2022-31,

7

RESOLUTION hiring Juan Diaz as a part-time

8

seasonal Park Attendant for the Mitchell Park

9

Marina at an hourly wage rate of $20.00 per hour,

10

effective May 28, 2022.

So moved.

11

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

14

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

15

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

16

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

17

MAYOR HUBBARD:

18

Opposed?

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

19
20

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

21

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

Mr. Mayor, before I read

22

this resolution, going back to Resolution

23

#05-2022-26, it says effective April 30th.

24

that correct?

25

I'm just asking.

Is

That's a long time not to get paid.
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1

CLERK PIRILLO:

As far as we know, yes.

2

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Okay.

3

We have to ask Robert

that and the Payroll Department

4

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

5

then I'll just -- I'll just -MAYOR HUBBARD:

6

Okay.

All right.

Well,

So, it may have something

7

that didn't actually get a resolution approving

8

the hiring at the time or something.

9

know.

10

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

11

MAYOR HUBBARD:

12

that.
TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

14

ATTORNEY PROKOP:

15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

17

Okay.

We'd have to ask Robert

13

16

I don't

Okay.
It would be --

Paul will verify that in the

morning.
MR. PROKOP:

It's pending confirmation from

18

the Treasurer.

19

authorize payment to somebody that was not

20

entitled to --

21
22

It doesn't -- it wouldn't

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

he's been -- he's been working, at least.

23

MR. PROKOP:

24

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

25

Well, I'm not going --

to be far out.

Okay.
It's just the date seems

Okay.
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1

Getting back to RESOLUTION #05-2022-32,

2

RESOLUTION scheduling a joint meeting with the

3

Town of Southold Council for June 14th, 2022 at

4

9 a.m. at Southold Town Hall, 53095 Main Road,

5

Southold, New York.

So moved.

6

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Second.

7

MAYOR HUBBARD:

8

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

9

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

All in favor?
Aye.

10

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

11

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

12

MAYOR HUBBARD:

13

Opposed?

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

14
15

MAYOR HUBBARD:

16

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

Motion carried.
RESOLUTION #05-2022-33,

17

RESOLUTION approving all checks per the Voucher

18

Summary Report dated May 23rd, 2022, in the total

19

amount of $1,033,978.39 consisting of:

20
21
22
23

o

All regular checks in the amount of

$953,636.35, and
o

All prepaid checks (including wire

transfers) in the amount of $80,342.04.

24

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

25

MAYOR HUBBARD:

So moved.

Second.
All in favor?
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TRUSTEE CLARKE:

Aye.

2

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

3

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

4

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

5

MAYOR HUBBARD:

6

Opposed?

Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.

(No Response)

7
8

MAYOR HUBBARD:

9

Okay.

Motion carried.

That concludes our regular business.

10

I want to thank everybody for coming.

11

public comments and all are very helpful to us.

12

All the

Also, I just want everybody to say a prayer

13

for a departed serviceman or woman on Memorial Day

14

weekend.

15

got going on.

16

think of them and their families.

Just keep in your prayers what you've
Let's enjoy it, but let's also

17

I offer a motion to adjourn at 8:50.

18

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

19

MAYOR HUBBARD:

20

TRUSTEE CLARKE:

21

TRUSTEE MARTILOTTA:

22

TRUSTEE PHILLIPS:

23

TRUSTEE ROBINS:

24

MAYOR HUBBARD:

25

Opposed?

Second.

All in favor?
Aye.
Aye.

Aye.

Aye.
Aye.
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(No Response)

2

MAYOR HUBBARD:

Motion carried.

Thank you.

3

(The Meeting was Adjourned at 8:50 p.m.)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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C E R T I F I C A T I O N

2
3

STATE OF NEW YORK

) SS:

4
5

)

COUNTY OF SUFFOLK

)

6
7

I, LUCIA BRAATEN, a Court Reporter and

8

Notary Public for and within the State of New

9

York, do hereby certify:

10

THAT, the above and foregoing contains a

11

true and correct transcription of the proceedings

12

taken on May 26, 2022.

13

I further certify that I am not related to

14

any of the parties to this action by blood or

15

marriage, and that I am in no way interested in

16

the outcome of this matter.

17
18

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand this 9th day of June, 2022.

19
20
21

____________________
Lucia Braaten

22
23
24
25
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